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do it right.
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What is working? What isn’t?

Current Design Current Design 
PerformancePerformance
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Concurrent Promo Campaigns Recent Promo CampaignsNewsletter campaigns

2022

Feb. 2023

Campaign performance

Note Take-Aways

Samplings from 2022-2023

Focused on campaigns with 2 list sends

“Newsletter”: monthly email using content from the VP article library 
with an unchanging layout design

“Promo”: one of a kind email promoting a specified product, sale, or 
theme with a co-created layout design

Newsletters performed on par with promo campaigns in terms of 
orders and revenue

They are low effort but yield big results, an easy way to bring in DTC 
revenue 

New design should keep up with promo campaigns’ orders and 
revenue

Campaign/
theme

Send date
Total 

revenue
Conversion 

rate
Orders

May 
Newsletter

5/24/22 $317.51 1.58% 3

May 
Newsletter

5/24/22 $0.00 0.00% 0

June 
Newsletter

6/23/22 $80.24 2.75% 3

June 
Newsletter

6/23/22 $141.87 0.23% 1

Campaign/
theme

Send date
Total 

revenue
Conversion 

rate
Orders

Mole & 
Gopher

6/11/22 $208.51 2.8% 3

Mole & 
Gopher

6/11/22 $0.00 0.00% 0

Safe-Set 6/17/22 $297.53 1.18% 2

Safe-Set 6/17/22 $0.00 0.00% 0

Campaign/
theme

Send date
Total 

revenue
Conversion 

rate
Orders

PestChaser 12/17/22 $242.28 3.33% 3

PestChaser 12/17/22 $123.10 1.74% 2

Power-Kill 1/19/22 $248.64 1.87% 2

Power-Kill 1/19/22 $0.00 0.00% 0
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Shipping banner

Explanation

latest Design in Use Evalutation

May, 2022

Feb. 2023

Current Design

Header

Product 
recommender

Pest categories

Article preview

     Further evaluating users’ interactions

Other sections do not have enough 
interactions to form conclusions with

Image examples from May 2022 
newsletter, representative of 5+ newsletter 
performances from that year
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Header Take-Aways

May, 2022

Feb. 2023

design performance

Heat map indicates a medium amount of 
clicks, but a good amount of revenue

Links to VP homepage > as of May 2022, 
users were successfully completing 
transactions, starting at Home.

Would linking it to the store page affect the 
conversion rate?

New design: should keep attention-
grabbing heading
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Article Preview

May, 2022

Feb. 2023

design performance

Take-Aways

CTA is one of the hottest interactions, but 
little to no conversions 

Few content images are clicked

People who use the CTA are not following 
through with a purchase

Are article pages properly leading users on 
to a purchase?

Is the goal conversion or brand interaction?

New design: must keep CTAs
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Product Recommender

May, 2022

Feb. 2023

design performance

Take-Aways

Users are not interacting with or making 
purchases from the product recommender

This block, in this form, could probably be 
left out and revenue would not be affected

New design: experiment with different 
forms of product features: a single product 
recommender, “Our newest innovation”, 
tying a product to an article.
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Animal Categories

May, 2022

Feb. 2023

design performance

Take-Aways

Second most interacted, falls between 
article CTAs and the header

Consistently willl have more conversions 
than the prod rec

Links lead to Category pages > users look at 
a page of different products, then choose a 
product and follow through with purchase

Shows that users are scrolling down to the 
bottom. Did they not find what they were 
looking for in the body?

New design: will have the same category 
block, but should pest categories be 
included earlier in the message?
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What are other designs doing?

Comparative Comparative 
AnalysisAnalysis
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LS Graphics HodinkeeKitchenAid

Other industry newsletters

Feb. 2023

Comparative Emails
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Likes Wireframe

Dislikes

For New Design

KitchenAid

Feb. 2023

Comparative Email Layout

Holiday theme

Product tied to each recipe

Content short and sweet

Not plug-and-play friendly

Connecting product recommendations with 
resources

Flexibility for theming

Only as much content as necessary 
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Likes Wireframe

Dislikes

For New Design

LS Graphics

Feb. 2023

Comparative Email Layout

Alternate content block layouts

Low contrast bounding boxes

Consistent text formatting

Weak brand identity

2 kinds of content blocks

Inject brand identity throughout with color 
and imagery
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Likes

Dislikes

For New Design

Hodinkee

Feb. 2023

Comparative EMail Layout

Classic newspaper feel thanks to fonts

Jumps right into articles

Photography reads more like ads. The ad at 
the bottom blends in

Missing a strong CTA

Make ads visually distinct from resources

Don’t loose the CTAs

Limit the preamble

Wireframe
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2. 3.1.

Layouts via Pinterest

Feb. 2023

Email Designs

Note: Unable to varify if these were put into use or just design exercises
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Likes

Dislikes

For New Design

1.

Feb. 2023

Email Design Layout

Grid theme corresponds with our key art 
and packaging

Lots of whitespace as an aesthetic

High-end feel with simple approach

Reliance on nice photography

Might be too trendy to last

Absence of strong CTA

Text over image

Gridded design with lots of whitespace

Don’t loose the CTA

Wireframe
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Likes

Dislikes

For New Design

2.

Feb. 2023

Email Design Layout

Strong 3 column structure

Opportunity for solid color use to reinforce 
branding

Simple to code with HTML and Listrak tools

Reliance on nice photography

Absence of strong CTA

Social media box feels out of place

Lack of razzle and dazzle

Gridded structure

Don’t loose the CTA

Colored backgrounds

Simple hero

Wireframe
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Likes

Dislikes

For New Design

3.

Feb. 2023

Email Design Layout

Text overlap

Content zig zag down the page

Absence of strong CTA

No ads or other alternate interactions

Photos need to have a specific tone for 
overlap to work

Flip images and text back and forth

Wireframe
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Likes

Dislikes

For New Design

Stutterheim example

Feb. 2023

Bonus

Effective use of grid

Easy to scan with clear hierarchy

4 columns not preferred for email message

Hero lacks context and a call to action

Lots of text that isn’t easy to read

Utilize the grid

Use size to create a clear hierarchy of where 
to look and in what order

Keep the content legible with sizing and 
make it feel important in it’s space

Include a header for context

Wireframe
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Giving it the ole razzle dazzle.

New Design New Design 
explorationexploration
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Structure ContentDesign and Development

And Listrak composer limitations

Feb. 2023

Design Constraints

Plug-and-play: 

Designer builds out once as a template

Elliott goes in monthly to update content as 
needed, then schedules 

All resource content leverages Listrak’s 
predictive content capabilities

Designing in Listrak composer:

Text box vertical white space definite

Pulled in from articles:

Length of titles and descriptions 
predetermined

Spacing can vary

Images tied to article page heroes

3 options for image dimensions

Limited font customization
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Likes

Dislikes

For New Design

Design

Feb. 2023

Round 1

Gridded layout

Full-width image

Side-by-side content

Article link up top

CTA in hero can go

Use of large imagery

Strong use of grid

Not reliant on text boxes being top aligned 
to eachother
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SketchesGoal

Elements to include

For further Exploration

Crazy 8 Sketching

Feb. 2023

Round 2

Get the creative juices flowing

Push design past my initial ideas

Brief, typographic header with CTA

Strong grid layout

Individual content blocks 1/2-1/3 frame width

Break up resources with product or 
category recommendations

Alternate image placement (left or right) 
down the page

Solid yellow backgrounds

Minimal written content
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Likes

Dislikes

For New Design

Hello Baby

Feb. 2023

Comparative Email Layout

Inclusion of polls and give-aways between 
articles

Social media feel: large images with plain 
text beneath

Jumps right into articles

Length, too many articles

Don’t go crazy with the amount of resources

Break up the monotony with ads

Limit the preamble

Wireframe


